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Market Headlines 
 

The Bank of Japan voted 8-1 to hold interest rates at -0.1% and keep loose monetary policy unchanged. 
 

Evergrande struck a deal with domestic bond holders over an estimated $35.9m interest payment without 
a mention of the $83.5m interest payment due on an overseas bond on Thursday. 
 
The UK government agreed to make payments to restart CO2 production after plants closed due to soaring 

gas prices, in order to avert a fresh food supply crunch, as the food industry was warned of sharply rising 
CO2 prices. 
 
The S&P 500 dipped 0.1%, the Nikkei 225 fell 0.7%, the Hang Seng was closed for National Day holiday, 

and the Shanghai Composite rose 0.4%. European markets were higher. 
 

 

Investments on our buy list 
 

Urban Logistics (SHED) – today provided an acquisitions update.  

The group said that since the July equity raise of £109m it has deployed, or committed to deploy, £88m 
of this equity on 771,748 sq. ft. of logistics units in six ‘off-market’ transactions. The blended net initial 
yield (NIY) was 5.4% and is made up of income producing assets and forward funding commitments. 
Separately a further £15m was deployed before this equity raise, in three transactions for 157,516 sq. ft. 

of space. 
When SHED was buying assets just prior to the start of the pandemic it was acquiring most at NIY’s of 
7.0% or above. With the value of these sorts of logistic assets continuing to rise the NIY’s have naturally 

fallen. The question is how much further compression of yields are we likely to see, particularly with 
inflation rising and the prospect of interest rate rises coming into view on the horizon? With the shares 
trading on a 16% premium to last reported NAV further capital gains may be harder to come by. 
 

 
Source: Bloomberg 



Pacific Horizon Investment Trust (PHI) – today released annual results for the 12 months to 31st July 
2021.  
The trust produced a return of +61.3% versus the MSCI AC Asia ex-Japan’s 12.7%. This is an out-and-
out growth portfolio managed by the same team that manage Baillie Gifford’s Pacific Trust. PHI is the 

closed-ended version and this structure allows it to have 7.2% in unlisted investments. Management 
commented “What defines us is growth. We believe Asia ex Japan will be one of the fastest growing 

regions over the coming decades and we strive to be invested in its fastest growing companies. It is 

growth multiplied by growth or, as we like to call it, 'Growth Squared' ('Growth²').” 
The only concern we have is whether this level of outperformance can be maintained. That aside we 
remain confident in the management team and the investment process. 
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Chart of the Day 
 

The outcome of today’s U.S. Federal Reserve Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting will have a big 
impact on markets in the short-term. The Fed is expected to signal scaling back asset purchases later this 

year, with scrutiny also on forecasts that could reveal growing internal pressure to raise interest rates in 
2022. 
The FOMC is all but certain to hold rates near zero after its two-day policy meeting ends today and keep 
buying bonds at the current $120 billion pace. Seven of 18 officials in June pencilled in lift-off in 2022, 

though the median estimate saw rates on hold into 2023. With inflation forecasts likely to move higher 
this meeting, more policy makers could join the 2022 camp. 
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Recap of yesterday 
 

Compass fell 2.2% as it said fourth quarter (to 30 September) revenues were expected to be 86% of 

2019, ahead of management expectations, led by Sport & Leisure with margin guidance of 5.5-6.0%.  

 

Kingfisher slipped 4.9% as it announced first half pre-tax profit surged 70% to £677m on revenues 20% 

higher, as the DIY boom continued. 

 

National Express rose 7.6% and Stagecoach jumped 27.0% as the companies announced they were in 

merger talks, for Stagecoach investors to receive 0.36 National Express shares per share, giving National 

Express shareholders 75% of the combined entity. 

 

Travis Perkins dipped 0.2% as it said the plumbing and heating division sale would complete by the end 

of September, it declared a 35p per share special dividend and will start the first £100m tranche of its 

share buyback programme. 
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Important information 

 Articles, news and research published by Blankstone Sington are provided solely to enable you to make your own investment decisions.  

They are not personal investment advice and may not be suitable for all investors.  If you are unsure about whether an investment is suitable 

for your circumstances, you should seek advice.  The value of investments will rise and fall, and you may get back less than your initial 

investment.  Past performance is not an indication of future performance. 
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